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Abstract. Anomaly Detection is an important research topic nowadays, in
which the intention is to find observations in data that do not conform to
expected behavior. This concept is applicable in a large number of different
domains and contexts, such as intrusion detection, fraud detection, medical
research and social network analysis. Techniques that have been addressed
within this topic are diverse. They can have different assumptions about how
anomalies manifest within the data, have different outputs and operate in
different learning modes (such as supervised and unsupervised). Because of
this heterogeneity, every technique is specialized in specific characteristics of
the data and may only provide a limited insight on what anomalies exist in
a given dataset.
Ensemble Learning is process that tries to incorporate the opinions of dif-
ferent learners in order to make a more pondered decision. This process has
been successfully applied in the past to supervised and unsupervised learning
problems and improvements in performance have been empirically observed.
Stacked Generalization is one of these methods, in which a learning algorithm
is used to combine the different learners.
In this project we researched the application of Stacked Generalization to
current state-of-the-art Anomaly Detection techniques and determined if this
method can lead to a better overall performance.
These methods were then evaluated on well-known publicly available datasets
used for benchmarking throughout the literature in Anomaly Detection.

Anomaly Detection is a very specific but significant research topic in Data Mining,
given the high number of domains in which it can be applied [1]. In fact, the problem
that motivates this field is a very common one and can be easily translated into
this question: given a certain amount of data, is it possible to detect observations
that deviate from the normal behavior of the data? This question can arise in areas
such as credit card fraud detection (where fraudulent transactions are different from
the regular ones) or machine condition monitoring (where malfunctions will generate
different data from the one generated by normal operation of a machine [2]).

The literature regarding Anomaly Detection techniques is very extensive and
diverse. A wide range of techniques is used, with different learning modes (either



supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised), different outputs (either an anomaly
score that indicates how much of a data instance in a dataset is an anomaly, or a la-
bel – anomalous or normal) and different assumptions (e.g. density based techniques
have different underlying assumptions from clustering based techniques). This het-
erogeneity within Anomaly Detection techniques may cause different techniques to
behave differently on the same dataset, which makes the task of choosing the right
technique(s) for a specific domain very difficult and data-dependent.

The project pretends to address this issue, by using several Anomaly Detection
techniques at the same time and then combining their outputs into a single one. This
is the idea behind Ensemble Learning methods, which work by generating a group of
models (which is designated by ensemble) and the combining their predictions into
one. Ensemble Learning has proven to improve performance in machine learning
applications such as classification, regression, time-series analysis and recommender
systems [3]. More specifically this project addresses the use of Stacking, an Ensemble
Learning method. The idea behind Stacking is very simple and consists in the use of
a learning algorithm to combine outputs of other learning algorithms.

– R1: Can Stacking improve the performance of Anomaly Detection techniques,
more precisely the performance of the best technique for a given dataset? More
specifically,

– R1.1: Can a combination of semi-supervised and unsupervised learning tech-
niques perform better than the best of the individual techniques?

– R1.2: Can a combination of supervised learning techniques perform better than
the best of the individual techniques?

– R1.3: Does the combination of unsupervised/semi-supervised and supervised
techniques have better performance than the two types of techniques separately?
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